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A Review of Feedforward Control
Approaches in Nanopositioning
for High-Speed SPM
Control can enable high-bandwidth nanopositioning needed to increase the operating
speed of scanning probe microscopes (SPMs). High-speed SPMs can substantially impact
the throughput of a wide range of emerging nanosciences and nanotechnologies. In
particular, inversion-based control can find the feedforward input needed to account for
the positioning dynamics and, thus, achieve the required precision and bandwidth. This
article reviews inversion-based feedforward approaches used for high-speed SPMs such
as optimal inversion that accounts for model uncertainty and inversion-based iterative
control for repetitive applications. The article establishes connections to other existing
methods such as zero-phase-error-tracking feedforward and robust feedforward. Addi-
tionally, the article reviews the use of feedforward in emerging applications such as
SPM-based nanoscale combinatorial-science studies, image-based control for
subnanometer-scale studies, and imaging of large soft biosamples with SPMs.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.4000158�
Introduction
Control is critical for achieving high-bandwidth nanoposition-

ng to increase the operating speed of scanning probe microscopes
SPMs�, such as scanning tunneling microscopes �STMs� �1� and
tomic force microscopes �AFMs� �2�. Increasing the operating
peed of SPMs can significantly impact the throughput of a wide
ange of emerging nanosciences and nanotechnologies because
PMs are key enabling tools in the experimental investigation and
anipulation of nanoscale biological, chemical, material, and

hysical processes; e.g., see Refs. �3–7�. A critical problem in
igh-speed SPM operation is to position the SPM-probe precisely
ver the sample surface. Positioning errors between the SPM-
robe and sample surface can lead to damage of the sample and/or
he probe, as well as introduce unwanted modification of the sur-
ace properties. To avoid the positioning problem at high operat-
ng speeds �induced by mechanical vibration�, commercial SPMs
ypically operate at low speeds; for example, high-resolution
PMs scan the sample at around 1/100 to 1/10 of the lowest
esonant-vibrational frequency. This positioning-related limitation
o SPM operating speed motivates the development of control
echniques that enable high-bandwidth nanopositioning in SPMs.

This article reviews the role of feedforward control in the de-
elopment of high-speed SPMs. While the SPM probe-to-sample
istance could be controlled using feedback methods, early SPMs
id not have sensors to measure the scanning motion of the SPM-
robe over the sample surface. Therefore, precision scanning of
he probe over the sample surface relied on feedforward control

ethods. For example, the inputs to the SPM-probe positioner
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�usually, a piezoelectric actuator� would be cycled to reset
hysteresis-memory effects and thereby achieve repeatable posi-
tioning. Such resetting of memory effects for SPM control is dis-
cussed in Refs. �8,9�. The advent of SPMs with sensors for mea-
suring the probe’s scanning motion �10� has substantially
improved the SPM performance through the use of modern feed-
back methods �11�. The addition of feedforward control to these
feedback schemes enables even further performance improvement
in SPMs �12� by overcoming limitations imposed by the need to
balance �a� high-bandwidth precision positioning with �b� robust
closed-loop stability in the presence of unmodeled dynamics and
uncertainties. This article reviews recent efforts in feedforward
control to increase the operating speed of SPMs.

The article begins with a brief review of SPM operation and the
need for high-speed SPM to clarify the positioning issues in Sec.
2. Then, Sec. 3 discusses the limits on SPM operating speed due
to vibration-caused positioning errors. Section 4 reviews feedfor-
ward control methods for high-speed SPM along with current re-
search and implementation issues. While this article does not fo-
cus on SPM feedback control, it discusses the integration of
feedforward with sensor-based feedback �in Sec. 4�, as well as an
image-based approach to feedforward control when sensors for
feedback are not available �in Sec. 5�. Additionally, Sec. 5 pre-
sents emerging applications where SPM feedforward control plays
an important role: �a� SPM-based nanoscale combinatorial-science
studies and �b� imaging of large soft samples with SPMs. A sum-
mary of the discussions and concluding remarks is provided in
Sec. 6.

2 The Need for High-Bandwidth Nanopositioning
This section begins with a brief review of SPM operation to

clarify the need for high-bandwidth nanopositioning in SPM.

2.1 SPM Operation: AFM Example. The difference be-

tween various types of SPMs arises from the type of interaction,
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etween the probe and the sample surface, that is measured �or
ontrolled�. These include chemical, mechanical, electrical, and
agnetic interactions. Moreover, SPM operation is differentiated

y whether the probe-sample interaction is kept constant �e.g., in
ontact mode� or varied �e.g., in tapping mode or during nanofab-
ication� �3�. To illustrate typical SPM operation, consider
ontact-mode imaging using an AFM �illustrated in Fig. 1�, where
he force between the AFM probe and the sample �i.e., the probe-
ample interaction� is maintained close to a desired value while
he sample is scanned relative to the probe.

Common to all SPMs is the need to scan/position a probe over
he sample surface. For example, in contact-mode AFM imaging,
he AFM probe �the tip of an AFM cantilever� is scanned in a
aster pattern across the sample surface by using a piezoscanner as
llustrated in Fig. 1. While scanning the sample surface, the ap-
lied probe-sample force is estimated by measuring the deflection
d of the AFM probe �13�. It is noted that the probe-sample force
epends on the relative vertical position of the AFM probe with
espect to the sample surface. Therefore, to maintain a constant
robe-sample force, the measured AFM-probe deflection is fed
ack to generate an input Uz that adjusts the vertical position z of
he piezoscanner. This adjustment aims to maintain the AFM-
robe deflection zd at the desired value zd,ref. Then, an AFM image
f the sample topography is obtained, in this case, by plotting the
ertical position zs �of the AFM-probe’s tip over the sample�
gainst the lateral x-y position, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2 The Need for High-Speed SPM. SPMs can be used to
a� image and �b� manipulate dynamic surface phenomena at the
anoscale. For imaging and manipulating rapid dynamic pro-
esses, high-speed SPMs are needed, as described below.

2.2.1 High-Speed Imaging. Distortion in the SPM-image oc-
urs if the surface property being investigated changes rapidly in
ime in comparison to the SPM’s operating speed. The image dis-
ortion arises because measurements at the initial pixel and at the
nal pixel of an image are acquired at significantly different time

nstants when the SPM-probe scans over the sample. Therefore, a
igh-speed SPM is needed to minimize the distortion for studying,
anipulating, and controlling processes with fast dynamics. For

xample, increases in the SPM’s operating speed will advance the
iscovery and understanding of dynamic phenomena by enabling
a� the study of rapid melting and crystallization of polymers
14–16�; �b� the investigation of fast phase transitions in ferro-
lectric materials �7� that influences domain formation, which in
urn affects physical properties �e.g., piezoelectricity, electro-
ptical properties, and hysteresis�; and �c� single-molecule vibra-
ional and force spectroscopies to elucidate structural and elec-
ronic information �17,18�.

2.2.2 High-Speed Nanofabrication. The main advantage of
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�atomic-scale� features �5�. Unfortunately, SPM-based nanofabri-
cation suffers from throughput limitations that are present in all
serial techniques—the SPM-probe must visit each point where
operation is needed. Even with multiple probes �19,20�, such se-
rial processes cannot compete with parallel techniques such as
optical lithography, which can process an entire wafer �more pre-
cisely, one die� in one step. A solution to the low-throughput prob-
lem is to integrate the slower, top-down, SPM nanofabrication
with faster, bottom-up, nanofabrication methods. For instance,
rather than adding all the required materials in a direct write ap-
proach, STM-based chemical vapor deposition �CVD� might be
used only for “seeding” or prenucleating the desired pattern,
whereas the rest of the material can then be grown by selective
CVD �21�. Similarly, patterned self-assembled monolayers can be
fabricated with AFM-based dip-pen nanolithography, which can
then be used for nucleation and growth of functional polymers
�22,23�. In this sense, the top-down SPM is only needed for gen-
erating the initial pattern, which then forms the basis for growing
the nanostructure using highly parallel bottom-up techniques
�24,25�. The SPM-based fabrication of the initial seed pattern is
faster than fabrication of the entire features; however, it is still
slower than optical lithography methods. Therefore, high-speed
SPMs are required to increase the throughput of emerging SPM-
based nanofabrication techniques.

2.3 The Need for Nanopositioning in SPMs. Nanoposition-
ing is critical in SPM applications. Broadly, two types of position-
ing are needed: �a� lateral positioning in the scan x-y axes �see
Fig. 1� and �b� vertical positioning along the z axis.

2.3.1 Importance of Precision Lateral (x and y) Positioning.
Precision lateral positioning is important when manipulating/
modifying the surface at a specific location on the sample, e.g.,
during nanofabrication. For example, the SPM-probe needs to
move along specified scan trajectories xref and yref �see Fig. 1�
where surface manipulation is required during nanofabrication �5�.
Lateral positioning errors lead to distortion of the achieved nano-
scale features; therefore, nanopositioning is needed during nano-
fabrication. In contrast to nanofabrication applications, lateral po-
sition is not critical in imaging applications, but desirable. In
particular, during imaging applications, precision x and y position-
ing is desirable to:

�a� ensure that the desired image area �size� is achieved
�b� attain a uniform scan speed over the sample �by using a

triangular time trajectory for scanning� to control scan-
speed-dependent effects in the measurements �26�—scan-
speed variations cannot be avoided completely because
acceleration is prevalent in turnarounds of the trajectory

�c� enable uniform spatial resolution across the image when
using uniform time-sampling of the data �along with a
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�d� avoid exciting oscillations in the vertical z-axis position
of the SPM-probe caused by unwanted oscillations in lat-
eral position due to the coupling between the lateral and
vertical dynamics �27�.

n advantage of imaging applications over nanofabrication appli-
ations is that positioning errors in the scan direction can be alle-
iated by measuring the achieved x and y positions and then using
he measured values, rather than the reference trajectories xref and
ref, to plot the images; the use of reference trajectories was com-
on practice before sensors were available in SPMs for measur-

ng the lateral x and y positions �10�. Thus, positioning error �e.g.,
�xref� can be corrected in imaging applications by using position
easurements. However, position measurements cannot be used

o correct distorted surface features, due to positioning errors, in
abrication processes.

2.3.2 Importance of Precision Vertical �z� Positioning. Verti-
al positioning is critical for both imaging and manipulation/
odification of samples. For example, during contact-mode AFM

maging, the vertical z-axis position, relative to the sample sur-
ace, affects the probe-sample force. Ideally, if the AFM-probe’s
osition zs precisely follows the sample’s topography, i.e., the
ample profile along each scan line as shown in Fig. 2�a�, then the
FM-probe deflection �and the probe-sample force� can be zero.
owever, it is difficult �if not impossible� to maintain zero, probe-

ample forces in practice. In particular, probe-sample forces tend
o be nonzero during the initial approach to the sample when the
robe-sample force transitions from a repulsive to an attractive
egime, and the probe “snaps into” the surface. Moreover, a non-
ero, probe-sample force is needed during scanning to maintain
ontact between the AFM probe and the sample in the presence of
isturbances such as thermal noise. Nonetheless, it is important to
rack the sample profile with nano- �or subnano-� scale precision.
f the SPM-probe’s tracking of the sample profile contains large
rrors, as illustrated in Fig. 2�b�, then the resulting excessive
robe-sample force can cause large sample deformation in soft

(a) Probe follows sample profile

Piezo

(b) Probe does not follow sample profile

Piezo
ProbeProbe

path

SampleSample

ig. 2 Precision vertical positioning allows the AFM probe to
ollow the sample profile „plot „a…… along each scan line without
xcessive probe deflection and, therefore, without excessive
robe-sample force. If the AFM probe does not follow the
ample profile „plot „b……, then the probe can “dig” into the
ample, causing excessive probe deflection, thereby resulting

n excessive probe-sample forces.
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samples �the original sample topography profile is then substan-
tially different from the AFM-probe position zs�, as well as sample
modification, and, possibly, sample damage. Even when imaging
relatively hard samples—where sample damage is not a signifi-
cant concern—vertical positioning to track the sample profile is
still important because excessive probe-sample forces �due to
large positioning errors� could damage the AFM probe.

Vertical nanopositioning is also critical when modifying the
surface. For example, nanoscale features can be fabricated by us-
ing the AFM probe as an electrode to induce local-oxidation
through an electrical field applied between the AFM probe and the
surface �28�. The vertical position of the AFM probe with respect
to the sample has a dominant effect on the applied current and the
formation of the current-induced oxide, i.e., on the features �size
and shape� of the nanofabricated parts �29�. Therefore, precision
vertical positioning is important to control the probe-sample inter-
action being used to create the nanofeatures and, thereby, to avoid
feature defects.

3 Limits to SPM Operating Speed
The scanning motion tends to introduce vibration-caused error

in the SPM-probe positioning, which, in turn, limits the operating
speed of SPMs.

3.1 Why Is Position Control in SPM Difficult? Precision
SPM-probe positioning is challenging because piezoscanners not
only share typical positioning issues with other piezoactuator-
based nanopositioners, but also have large model uncertainties
related to variations in the operating conditions.

Typical nanopositioning problems with piezoactuators. SPM-
probe positioning with a piezoscanner needs to account for
�a� creep, �b� vibration, and �c� hysteresis �30�. For a recent re-
view, on typical nanopositioning issues, see Ref. �11�. The vibra-
tional dynamics �see Fig. 3�a� from Ref. �31�� tend to have a low
gain margin because of the rapid phase-drop associated with the
small structural damping �i.e., sharp resonant peak� that is com-
pounded by the effects of higher-frequency dynamics. Moreover,
nonlinearities such as hysteresis effects �see Fig. 3�b�� add to the
challenge of designing nanopositioning controllers.

Problems specific to SPM. SPM-probe positioning should ac-
count for substantial uncertainty in the positioning dynamics due
to varying contact conditions between the probe and the sample
�32,33�, as well as the difficulty in modeling phenomena such as
meniscus interactions and viscous damping when operating SPM
�probes� in liquid environments �34�. Moreover, SPM-probe posi-
tioning needs to account for significant coupling between posi-
tioning along different axes. For example, lateral positioning can
significantly affect the positioning �27,35�, as well as sensing
�36,37�, in the vertical direction. This is because oscillations in
lateral position appear as extraneous variations in the sample to-
pography that need to be tracked in the vertical direction; there-
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ore, lateral and vertical positioning are coupled even when sepa-
ate positioners are used for the lateral and vertical positioning.

Overall, low gain margins, nonlinearities, coupling effects, and
odel uncertainties make precision positioning of the SPM-probe

hallenging during high-speed SPM operation.

3.2 Resonant-Vibrational Frequency Limits Scan
requency. Positioning error caused by motion-induced vibration

n the SPM-probe positioner �e.g., AFM piezoscanner in Fig. 2� is
significant limitation to high-speed operation of SPMs. As the

can frequency is increased, relative to the lowest resonant-
ibrational frequency of the SPM-probe positioner, the vibrational
odes of the positioner are excited, resulting in a loss of position-

ng precision. The vibration-caused positioning error tends to in-
rease with the scan frequency because the major frequency com-
onents in the scan trajectory increase toward the resonant-
ibrational frequencies of the positioning system. For example, a
riangular scan trajectory tends to excite the positioner vibration at

lower scan frequency, when compared with a sinusoidal scan
rajectory, because the triangular scan trajectory contains high-
requency harmonics of the scan frequency, which are not present
n a sinusoidal scan trajectory. The increase in the vibration-
aused positioning error with the scan frequency limits the maxi-
um acceptable scan frequency and, thereby, limits the maximum
PM operating speed. Typically, depending on the resolution
eeded, the achieved scan frequency is 1/100 to 1/10 of the lowest
esonant-vibrational frequency. For example, the plot of SPM
canning frequency versus first resonant-vibrational frequency is
hown in Fig. 4 for a variety of SPM positioning systems and
ifferent positioning controllers �38–44�. As seen in the figure, the
ateral scanning frequency is approximately 10% of the lowest
esonant-vibrational frequency.

Other vibration effects. The positioning error caused by excit-
ng the positioner vibration is different from those caused by vi-
ration transmitted to the SPM from external sources. External
ibration problems can be addressed using vibration-isolation
chemes �45�. Another potential source of errors is vibration in the
PM-probe; e.g., when low stiffness �soft� cantilevers are used to

mage/manipulate soft samples with an AFM. However, recent
robe designs reduce mass and stiffness simultaneously �46� and,
hereby, achieve high resonant-vibrational frequencies in soft
PM-probes. The resonant-vibrational frequencies of these new
robes are greater than 100 kHz �47�, which tend to be substan-
ially higher than the SPM-probe positioner’s resonant-vibrational
requencies in typical SPMs. Therefore, other vibration effects
such as external vibrations and probe softness� are not the major
imitations to increasing the SPM’s operating speed at present.

3.3 Increasing the Resonant-Vibrational Frequency. Since
he piezoscanner’s lowest, resonant-vibrational frequency limits
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ig. 4 Scan frequency is around 1/100 to 1/10 of the lowest
esonant-vibrational frequency for a variety of SPM positioning
ystems and different positioning controllers †38–44‡
he achievable scan frequency, an approach to enable nanoposi-
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tioning at high scan frequencies is to increase the resonant-
vibrational frequencies of the piezoscanner. Using stiffer piezo-
plates �48� or miniaturized SPMs can increase the scan frequency
because the resonant-vibrational frequencies of smaller �and
therefore stiffer� piezoscanners tend to be higher �20,40–49�. For
example, the first bending resonant-vibrational frequency �1, for
an unloaded tube-type piezoscanner, is given by

�1 =
1.8752

L2 �EI

�A
=

1.8752

4L2 �E�D2 + �D − 2h�2�
�

�1�

where � is the mass density, A= �D2− �D−2h�2�� /4 is the cross-
sectional area, D is the outside diameter of the tube, h is the tube
thickness, I= �D4− �D−2h�4�� / �4�16� is the cross-sectional area
moment of inertia, L is the tube length, and E is Young’s modulus.
Note that the resonant-vibrational frequency �1 is inversely pro-
portional to the square of the piezoscanner length. Therefore, as
the piezoscanner length reduces, the scan frequency and the SPM
operating speed increase.

Decrease in scan range with smaller piezo. A consequence of
increasing the SPM speed �scan frequency� by using smaller pi-
ezoscanners is that the scan range R of the piezoscanner reduces
with the piezoscanner length L. For example, the maximum lateral
displacement �range R� of a tube-type piezoscanner is given by
�50�

R =
2�2d31L

2

�D

vmax

h
�2�

where d31 is the piezoelectric strain constant and vmax /h is the
maximum, applied electric field, which is limited by material
properties. Thus, the scan range decreases as the piezoscanner is
shortened.

Tradeoff between scan frequency and scan range. Eliminating
the length L from the above two equations yields

�1 = 0.8d31
vmax

h

1

R
�E

�
�1 + �1 − 2h/D�2� �

1

R
�3�

Therefore, the first resonant-vibrational frequency �1 is inversely
proportional to the scan range R. Similar to this relationship be-
tween the first resonant-vibrational frequency �1 and the scan
range R in Eq. �3�, there is an inverse relationship between the
achievable SPM scan frequency �sf and scan size S in reported
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2001 [30]

Fig. 5 SPM scan frequency �sf versus scan size S with a va-
riety of positioning systems operating in air „represented by
solid triangles…, and in liquid over soft samples „represented by
�…. The lines are linear least-square-error fits of the data points,
solid line for air imaging, and dashed line for liquid imaging.
When not reported, the scan frequency and scan size were es-
timated „if possible… from the images, frame rates, and number
of pixels †51–57‡.
SPM systems, as shown in Fig. 5. In general, the achieved scan
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requency �sf tends to be lower than the first resonant-vibrational
requency �1, and the achieved scan size S tends to be smaller
han the maximum scan range R. A linear least-square-error fit of
he data in Fig. 5, which represents a variety of SPM-probe posi-
ioning systems, yields

�sf � 1/S1.6 for imaging in air

nd

�sf � 1/S1.2 for imaging in liquid �4�
his inverse relationship dictates the tradeoff between the
chieved SPM scan size S and the associated maximum scan fre-
uency �sf.

Optimizing the tradeoff between scan frequency and scan size.
ecent efforts on nanopositioning aim to optimize the tradeoff
etween scan frequency and scan range. The approach is to aug-
ent the displacement of piezoactuators by using flexural-stage

esigns. Such designs aim to amplify the positioning range while
inimizing the reduction in the resonant-vibrational frequencies

42,58–62�. The systems in Refs. �60–62� have not been applied
o SPM operations yet, scan frequency of the SPM-images was
ot reported in Ref. �58�, and the system in Ref. �59� was rela-
ively slow since it was not optimized for high-speed operation;
herefore, they are not included in Figs. 4 and 5. It is expected that
hese design approaches will increase the SPM scan frequencies
or a given scan size in the future. Nevertheless, vibrational reso-
ance is still present in these nanopositioning systems; reducing
he vibration-caused positioning error can increase the SPM oper-
ting speed further.

Use of Feedforward Approach in High-Speed SPM
The central idea is that feedforward inputs to achieve nanopo-

itioning in high-speed SPM can be found by inverting the piezos-
anner dynamics, as first demonstrated in Refs. �12,30�. To illus-
rate the approach, let G be the map between the input voltage
� · � and the output position P� · � of the piezoscanner

P� · � = G�V� · �� �5�
hen, to track precisely a given time trajectory of the desired
utput position Pd� · �, the feedforward input Vff� · � can be found
y inverting the input-output map G as

Vff� · � = G−1�Pd� · �� �6�
With choice in position trajectory. When there is flexibility in
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Fig. 6 Three different approaches
piezoscanners
he choice of position trajectory Pd, e.g., the lateral �x and y�
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trajectories used in SPM imaging, other feedforward methods, be-
sides inverse feedforward, can be used. Such feedforward meth-
ods include �a� the input-shaping approach to minimize excitation
of piezoscanner vibrational modes �63�, �b� the optimization of
scan trajectories to achieve a constant speed scan in one direction
and minimize the retrace time �64�, and �c� the reduction of the
energy of the input signal at high frequencies to account for ac-
tuator limitations �65�.

Without choice in position trajectory. When there is no flexibil-
ity in the choice of position trajectory Pd, e.g., the lateral �x and y�
trajectories used to fabricate specified features with SPM-based
nanofabrication, then the inverse input �in Eq. �6�� becomes the
ideal feedforward input because it leads to perfect tracking in the
absence of external perturbations and modeling errors. The chal-
lenges, then, are to address errors in the model used to find the
inverse feedforward Vff, and to integrate the feedforward input
with feedback to handle external perturbations. These issues are
discussed in this section.

4.1 Linearizing the Hysteresis Nonlinearity Before
Inversion. The hysteresis nonlinearity is typically linearized �see
different schemes in Fig. 6� before using inversion �as in Eq. �6��
to obtain the feedforward input �30�. For example, inversion-
based hysteresis compensation, see schematic in Fig. 6�a�, can
linearize the piezoscanner dynamics for SPM control as demon-
strated in Refs. �30,66�. It is noted that inversion of the hysteresis
nonlinearity, for general nanopositioners, has been studied exten-
sively in literature; e.g., see recent reviews in Refs. �11,67�. Such
inversion-based feedforward can correct for hysteresis effects with
high precision; the drawback is the substantial modeling complex-
ity. An alternative approach �without the modeling complexity� is
to reduce the hysteresis effects using high gain feedback. In this
approach shown in Fig. 6�b�, notch filters are used to increase the
gain margin of the system as studied in Ref. �68�. Higher gain
margin allows the use of higher-gain feedback, which substan-
tially reduces the hysteresis nonlinearity �69�. A third approach is
to use charge amplifiers �rather than voltage amplifiers� to drive
the piezoscanner, which reduce the hysteresis nonlinearity, as
shown in Fig. 6�c� �70–72�. The advantages of the charge control
approach, which has been successfully applied to SPM in Ref.
�73�, are that it eases implementation, does not require position
sensing and feedback, and obviates the need for detailed hyster-
esis modeling and inversion.

An example of a linearized piezoscanner �using a charge am-
plifier� is shown in Fig. 7. The hysteresis nonlinearity was reduced

rol
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from 0.35 �m to 0.06 �m; compare Figs. 3�b� and 7�b� �31�. The
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esulting linearized piezoscanner, with dynamics G from input V
o output P with any of the hysteresis linearization approaches in
ig. 6, can be used with the integrated feedback/feedforward
chemes discussed below.

4.2 Integration of Feedforward and Feedback Controllers.
lthough this article does not focus on feedback controller design,

t is noted that feedback control has been an essential part of SPM
evelopment. For example, integral controllers are very effective
n maintaining the desired level of probe-sample interaction, par-
icularly during low-speed operation, as they can overcome both
reep and hysteresis effects �in the piezoscanners� and the vibra-
ional dynamics are not dominant at low frequencies. In this sense,
raditional proportional-integral-derivative �PID� feedback con-
rollers or a double integral for tracking a ramp are well suited for
anopositioning and, therefore, have become popular in low-
peed SPM applications �10�. Recent works have aimed to robus-
ify such traditional integral controllers in SPMs �74�. Starting
ith the early work in Ref. �75�, modern feedback control tech-
iques �58,76–79� have been successfully applied to SPM. See
ef. �80� for a comparative review of different feedback methods

n SPM. Two approaches used to integrate feedforward and feed-
ack in SPM are illustrated in Fig. 8. These approaches, compared
n Ref. �81�, are briefly discussed below.

Closed-loop inversion. In general, the model-inversion-based
eedforward approach cannot correct for positioning errors due to
odel uncertainties �85�. Nevertheless, feedback can be used to

educe the effects of piezoscanner uncertainty in the closed-loop
ystem Gcl. Then, as shown in Fig. 8�a�, the closed-loop system
cl is inverted to obtain the feedforward input

Vff� · � = Gcl
−1�Pd� · �� �7�

his closed-loop inversion approach �that reduces the model un-
ertainty before inversion� reduces the computational error in the
eedforward input as demonstrated in Refs. �38,82,83�. Moreover,
oth the feedback and the inverse feedforward can be simulta-
eously optimized �81� to improve the positioning performance as
emonstrated for SPM control in Refs. �86,87�.
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Plant inversion. In the plant-inversion approach, shown in Fig.
8�b�, the exact positioning feedforward input Vff� · � is the inverse
of the piezoscanner dynamics G, as shown in Eq. �6�. With this
inverse input, Vff� · �=G−1�Pd� · ��, the tracking error is zero in the
absence of modeling errors and external perturbations—such er-
rors are corrected using feedback. An advantage of the plant-
inversion approach is that it tends to have better positioning per-
formance than the closed-loop-inversion approach. This is
because the inverse feedforward, with the plant-inversion ap-
proach, does not share the performance limitations of the closed-
loop system, which arise because feedback controllers trade off
positioning performance �such as bandwidth� to ensure stability
under plant uncertainties. Additionally, the nonminimum-phase
nature of typical piezoscanner dynamics, as well as input satura-
tion bounds, tends to limit the performance of the closed-loop
system �58�. The disadvantage of the plant-inversion approach is
that it cannot be used in the presence of large model uncertainty,
especially, when iterative procedures �27� are not applicable to
reduce the uncertainty-caused error, e.g., lateral positioning in
nonrepetitive nanofabrication. In such applications, the model un-
certainty needs to be reduced by identifying the model under the
specific operating conditions.

4.3 Inversion Approaches. This subsection reviews the use
of the inversion-based approach to find feedforward inputs that
correct for the piezoscanner dynamics and, thereby, enable nan-
opositioning of the SPM-probe. In the following, the plant-
inversion approach �Eq. �6�� is described. The procedure is similar
for the closed-loop inversion approach �Eq. �7�� in which the
closed-loop transfer function Gcl is used instead of the plant trans-
fer function G.

4.3.1 Piezoscanner Model. To illustrate different issues in in-
version, consider the following model G�s� of the linearized pi-
ezoscanner for positioning along a single axis �lateral or vertical�
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G�s� =
P�s�
V�s�

= K
�s2 − 2�z�zs + �z

2�
�s2 + 2�p1�p1s + �p1

2 ��s2 + 2�p2�p2s + �p2
2 �

�8�

here the output P is in nanometers and the input V is in volts. In
he following, K is chosen to be 1010 and the other parameters are
iven in Table 1. With this choice of parameters, the dc-gain

G�0� =
K�z

2

�p1
2 �p2

2 �9�

ecomes G�0�=112.6 nm /V, which is a typical displacement-
er-volt range for tube-type piezoscanners. For example, with a
ube-type piezoscanner with L=10 cm, h=1 mm, D=1 cm, and
31=0.17 nm /V �for PZT-5A material �88��, Eq. �2� yields a lat-
ral displacement-per-volt of 153 nm/V. The second vibrational
requency �p2 is chosen to be approximately six times the first
ibrational frequency �p1, and the zero �z is interlaced between
he poles to represent bending vibrations in beams. The frequency
esponse of the example system �with the above parameter values�
s shown in Fig. 9�a�.

The piezoscanner dynamics �a� is stable; �b� has zeros on the
ight half of the complex plane, i.e., is nonminimum phase, as in
ypical SPM positioning systems, e.g., Refs. �12,58�; and �c� has
elative degree of 2. The relative degree, the difference between
he order of the transfer function’s denominator and numerator,
eing 2 implies that the input voltage V can directly change the
econd derivative of the output �89�. Thus, in this case, the input
irectly changes the acceleration of the output position P as in
ypical mechanical systems. Note that the use of filters to smooth
he input or the output tends to increase the relative degree of the
ystem.

4.3.2 dc-Gain Inverse. The simplest feedforward method is
c-gain inversion, where the feedforward input Vff�t� is found as

Vff�t� = �G�0��−1Pd�t� �10�

here Pd is the desired output �position� trajectory. This method
orks adequately for slow desired trajectories, but results in sig-
ificant vibration �and positioning error� as the operating fre-
uency is increased because the dynamics are not accounted for.

able 1 Natural frequencies and damping ratios of linearized
odel „G in Eq. „8……

�
�rad/s� �

eros �z=2�1000 �z=0.1
irst resonance poles �p1=2�500 �p1=0.05
econd resonance poles �p2=2�3000 �p2=0.05
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Positioning error analysis. The positioning error e= Pd− P with
the dc-gain approach increases with the frequency content, as well
as the amplitude Ap of the desired trajectory. The error dynamics
can be obtained �from Eqs. �8� and �10�� as

e�s� = Pd�s� − G�s�Vff�s� = �1 −
G�s�
G�0��Pd�s� = Ge�s�Pd�s�

�11�

The steady-state error when the desired position is a sinusoidal of
frequency �, say,

Pd�t� = Ap sin��t� �12�

is given by

e�t� = Ap�Ge�j���sin��t + � Ge�j��� �13�

Then, the maximum positioning error emax and the percent maxi-
mum positioning error %emax, at the steady state, are given by

emax = Ap�Ge�j���

%emax = 100emax/Ap = 100�Ge�j��� �14�

where �G�j��� and %emax are shown for different frequencies � in
Fig. 9.

Note that the maximum positioning error emax increases with
both �a� the amplitude of the position trajectory Ap, as well as
�b� the frequency � that needs to be tracked. Therefore, for the
same amount of acceptable positioning error emax, the maximum
positioning frequency �max reduces as the amplitude of the posi-
tion trajectory Ap increases. For example, with an acceptable
maximum error emax=20 nm and amplitude Ap=1 �m, the maxi-
mum percentage error needs to be less than 2%, which occurs at
43.3 Hz in Fig. 9�b�—this is slightly less than one-tenth of the first
resonant-vibrational frequency at 500 Hz. If the positioning am-
plitude is increased ten times to Ap=10 �m, then the maximum
percentage error needs to be less than 0.2% and the maximum
scan frequency is reduced to 4.54 Hz. Nevertheless, the dc-gain
approach can be used when the position trajectories’ frequency
components are sufficiently low in comparison to the resonant-
vibrational frequencies of the piezoscanner.

4.3.3 Inverting Periodic Trajectories. When the position tra-
jectory is periodic, e.g., for lateral scanning, the computation of
the inverse �in Eq. �18�� can be simplified using steady-state so-
lutions as in Refs. �83,90,91�. In particular, let the desired position
P be periodic; i.e.,

Pd�t� = 	
k

Ak sin��kt + �k� �15�

Then, the inverse feedforward �in Eq. �6�� can be computed as
�83�
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Vff�t� = 	
k

Ak

�G�j�k��
sin��kt + �k − � Gx�j�k�� �16�

or example, the feedforward input Vff when the desired position
d is the first five odd harmonics of a 50 Hz triangular trajectory

�k = k�2�50�, Ak = 100
8

�2

�− 1��k−1�/2

k2 , �k = 0 for k

= 1,3,5,7,9 �17�

s shown in Fig. 10�a� for the system G in Eq. �8�. While the
pproach does not address transient vibration, the error in the
esulting position �due to initial condition mismatch� decreases
xponentially as shown in Fig. 10�b�, because the piezoscanner
ynamics G is stable. For this simulation, the positioning error
educes to less than 5�10−3 nm after 3 cycles. In general, the
ime needed for the transient error to become sufficiently small
epends on the poles of the system G�s�.

Application of periodic-trajectory tracking in SPM. An advan-
age of this periodic-trajectory inversion is that for tracking a
urely sinusoidal trajectory of frequency �, it requires the estima-
ion of two parameters, �G�j��� and �G�j��, which could be
dentified online. This approach is well suited to lateral control in
PM for imaging applications, if images are acquired after the

ransient error becomes small as demonstrated in Ref. �90�. The
pproach can also be adapted to identify the SPM dynamics as
hown in Ref. �91�.

Extension to repetitive control (RC). The formulation as the
racking of a periodic trajectory lends itself to techniques from
epetitive control �92,93� that can be applied to nonminimum-
hase systems �94�. In such applications, the periodic input in Eq.
16� can be found by exploiting the internal model principle �95�,
here asymptotic tracking of the desired output is achieved pro-
ided the generator for the desired output is included in the stable,
losed-loop system. An advantage of the repetitive control ap-
roach is that it can be easily integrated into an existing feedback
ontroller in SPMs to handle tracking error associated with peri-
dic motion and/or to reject periodic exogenous disturbances �96�.
ecently, the applicability of repetitive control methods to lateral
ositioning in SPM was demonstrated in Refs. �96,97�.

4.3.4 Exact Inverse as Feedforward. If the linearized dynam-
cs is minimum phase �no zeros on the open right half of the
omplex plane�, then the inverse feedforward can be found by
nverting the system dynamics �98�

Vff�s� = G−1�s�Pd�s� �18�
Inverse is not proper. An issue with the exact inverse in Eq.

18� is that the inverse G−1�s� is not proper. The input voltage V
irectly changes the rth time derivative of position P, where r is

(a)
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Fig. 10 Inversion for periodic position tra
position Pd for system G in Eq. „8…. „b… Si
when the periodic inverse input Vff is appl
he relative degree �the difference between the orders of the de-
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nominator and numerator polynomials� of the transfer function G
�89�. Therefore, the desired position P has to be sufficiently
smooth �differentiable r times with respect to time� for exact
tracking. For the example system �Eq. �8��, with relative degree
r=2, the desired position Pd must be twice differentiable �in time�
to be tracked exactly. Let P̈d�t�= �d2 /dt2�Pd�t�; then, the inverse in
Eq. �18� can be rewritten as

Vff�s� = �G−1�s�
s2 �s2Pd�s� = �s2G�s��−1P̈d�s� = �G#�s��−1P̈d�s�

�19�

where the inverse �G#�s��−1 is proper since G#�s�=s2G�s� is
proper with relative degree zero. It is noted that being twice dif-
ferentiable is a necessary condition for exact tracking and a tra-
jectory P�t� that is not twice differentiable in time cannot be
tracked with finite inputs �89�. Therefore, if the trajectory Pd can

be tracked, then the need to specify the second time derivative P̈d
of the position Pd does not impose an additional requirement.

Inverse for nonminimum-phase systems. The exact inverse
G−1�s� would be unstable if the system G�s� is nonminimum
phase since the right-half-plane zeros of G�s� become the unstable
poles of G−1�s�. Therefore, a standard inverse �Eq. �18� or Eq.
�19�� would result in an unbounded feedforward input Vff� · � over
time for a general position trajectory P� · �. In contrast, a bounded
�although noncausal� feedforward input can be found, for the
nonminimum-phase case, using the Fourier-transform approach by
Bayo in Ref. �99�. For the example system �Eq. �8��, the exact
inverse can be found as

Vff�j�� = �G#�j���−1P̈d�j�� �20�

Then, the time-domain inverse input Vinv is obtained using the
inverse Fourier transform. A time-domain interpretation was de-
veloped in Ref. �100� and inverse for nonlinear nonminimum-
phase systems was developed in Ref. �101�.

For the example system �Eq. �8��, the desired acceleration P̈d,
the desired position Pd, and the exact-inverse feedforward Vff are
shown in Fig. 11. The triangular sections of the desired accelera-

tion P̈d in Fig. 11 can be described using Eq. �17� with �k
=k�2�500� and scaled to generate an output Pd with a maximum
displacement of 100 nm. Note that the inverse input Vff found in
the Fourier domain remains bounded even though the inverse sys-
tem G−1�s� has unstable poles. Also, note that the inverse Vff is

noncausal—it is nonzero before the output acceleration P̈d starts
to change as seen in Fig. 11. Therefore, the feedforward input Vff
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has to be applied a priori, before the output starts to change.
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Exact inversion in the time domain. The time-domain approach
o exact inversion is presented below. Let the system G be given
n state space form as

ẋ�t� = Ax�t� + BV�t�

P�t� = Cx�t� �21�

n the following, expressions are provided for the general case of
elative degree r; for the example, expressions can be obtained by
etting the relative degree as r=2. The relative degree r implies
hat the input V appears in the expression for the rth time deriva-
ive of the output position P as �102�

dr

dtr P�t� = CArx�t� + CAr−1BVff�t� = Ayx�t� + ByVff�t� �22�

here By is guaranteed to be invertible. The inverse system can be
ritten as �98,102�

	̇�t� = �Ainv�	�t� + �Binv�Yd�t�

Vff�t� = �Cinv�	�t� + �Dinv�Yd�t� �23�

here

Ainv ª T	�A − �BBy
−1Ay��Tr

−1

Binv ª �T	�A − �BBy
−1Ay��Tl

−1
] �T	BBy

−1��

Cinv ª − By
−1AyTr

−1

Dinv ª ��− By
−1AyTl

−1� ] �By
−1��

Yd�t� ª 
 �d�t�
dr

dtr Pd�t� � �24�
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 �d�t�
¯¯

	�t�
� = 


Pd�t�
Pd

�1��t�
]

d�r−1�

dt�r−1� Pd�t�

¯¯¯¯¯

	�t�

� = 

C

CA

]

CAr−1

¯¯¯¯

T	�t�
�x�t� = 
 T�

¯¯

T	
�x�t�

= Tx�t� �25�

x�t� = T−1��d�t�
	�t� � = �Tl

−1�Tr
−1���d�t�

	�t� � �26�

and the bottom portion T	 of the coordinate transformation matrix
T in Eq. �25� is chosen such that T is invertible. For the example
system G in Eq. �8�,

A = 

0 1 0 0

− �p1
2 − 2�p1�p1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 − �p2
2 − 2�p2�p2

� ,

B = 

0

4.9431 � 104

0

4.9431 � 104
� ,

C = �1.7295 � 104 − 1 1.8658 � 105 1 � �27�

and with T	 �in Eq. �25�� chosen as

T	 = �1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0
� �28�

the matrices associated with the inverse system �in Eq. �23�� are
given by

Ainv = � 1.5741 � 104 1.7209 � 105

− 1.5543 � 103 − 1.4484 � 104 � ,

Binv = �− 9.1295 � 10−1 4.9431 � 10−6 0

8.7045 � 10−2 4.9431 � 10−6 0
� ,

Cinv = �− 9.8781 � 101 5.4687 � 103 � ,

Dinv = �6.5191 � 10−3 3.4558 � 10−7 1 � 10−10 � �29�
Remark 1. �Unstable internal dynamics�. The eigenvalues of

Ainv �Eq. �23��, i.e., the poles of the inverse system, correspond to
the zeros of the original system G�s� �Eq. �8��. Therefore, the
inverse system is unstable for nonminimum-phase systems.

For general hyperbolic systems �with no zeros on the imaginary
axis�, to find a bounded solution to the unstable inverse system
�Eq. �23��, the internal state 	 is decoupled into stable and un-
stable states using a coordinate transformation Tsplit

Tsplit�	s�t�
	u�t� � = 	�t� �30�

The new state equation is given by

d

dt
�	s�t�

	u�t� � = �Tsplit
−1 ��Ainv��Tsplit��	s�t�

	u�t� � + �Tsplit
−1 ��Binv�Yd�t�

= �As 0

0 Au
��	s�t�

	u�t� � + �Bs

Bu
�Yd�t� �31�

Remark 2. The transformation matrix Tsplit is chosen to de-

couple the internal state 	 into stable and unstable subdynamics.
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Downlo
he transformation matrix can be found using the eigenvectors of
he matrix �Ainv�.

Remark 3. For the example system �Eq. �8��, both the poles of
inv are unstable; therefore, the stable portion 	s of the internal
ynamics is null.

In general a bounded solution to the decoupled internal state
quations

	̇s�t� = As	s�t� + BsYd�t�

	̇u�t� = Au	u�t� + BuYd�t�

an be found as

	s,ref�t� =�
−


t

eAs�t−��BsYd���d� �solved forward in time�

	u,ref�t� = −�
t




e−Au��−t�BuYd���d� �solved backward in time�

�32�

he reference internal state trajectory is then found �from Eqs.
30� and �32�� as

	ref�t� = �Tsplit��	s,ref�t�
	u,ref�t�

� �33�

nd the inverse input can be found from Eq. �23� as

Vff�t� = �Cinv�	ref�t� + �Dinv�Yd�t� �34�

Remark 4. �The need for preview�. Computing the bounded
olution to the unstable internal state 	u,ref at time t required in-
ormation about future values of the desired output, e.g., Yd���
ith �� t in Eq. �32�.
The noncausality of the inverse input Vff implies that the future,

esired output trajectory needs to be known �ahead of time� for
omputing the inverse, e.g., in the Fourier domain �Eq. �20�� or in
he time domain �see Remark 4�. This is acceptable for lateral
ositioning in SPM when the desired x and y trajectories are
nown ahead.

Preview-based implementation of noncausal inverse. In some
pplications the entire desired position trajectory might not be
vailable, but at any time instant t, future position information
ight be available for a finite preview-time interval �t , t+Tp�. For

nstance, the lateral position trajectory needs to be changed in
onraster scanning used to image only parts of the scan area that
s of interest �103�. In such cases, the inverse feedforward can be
omputed using the finite preview information of the desired po-
ition trajectory. In particular, the bounded solution to the unstable
nternal state 	u,ref at time t only uses finite preview information if
ts bounded solution in Eq. �32� is approximated as �102�

	u,ref�t� = −�
t

t+Tp

e−Au��−t�BuYd���d� �35�

he amount of preview time Tp needed can be quantified in terms
f the required tracking accuracy and the system dynamics �102�.
uch a preview-based approach was demonstrated for SPM con-

rol in Ref. �104�. If sufficient preview time is not available, then,
he feedforward can be optimized for minimizing the tracking
rror for the available amount of preview �105,106�.

Causal approximate inverse for nonminimum-phase systems. In
ome applications, preview information of the output position
ay not be available, e.g., when tracking the vertical probe-

ample distance to correct for surface variations during SPM
anofabrication. For nonminimum-phase systems, the lack of pre-
iew in these applications is a major limitation to achieving pre-
ision positioning because the noncausal exact-inverse cannot be

sed. Causal controllers cannot perfectly track general trajectories
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when the system is nonminimum phase �107�. The only recourse
then is to use causal feedforward approaches that can achieve
asymptotic tracking for certain classes of trajectories �89,108�,
and approximate tracking for more general trajectories, e.g., Refs.
�109,110�. A review of approximate inversion is presented in Ref.
�81�. If the positioning error �with the causal feedforward� is too
large, then the SPM operating speed needs to be reduced so that
the position error can be lowered to an acceptable level—thus,
limiting the operating speed.

4.4 Inverse Feedforward Under Model Uncertainty. It can
be shown that the addition of inverse feedforward can improve the
positioning performance when compared with the use of feedback
alone, even in the presence of plant uncertainties—the size of
acceptable uncertainty is quantified for general linear time-
invariant systems in Refs. �87,111�. In particular, for single-input
single-output systems, such as SPM-probe positioning along a
single axis, performance improvement with the addition of feed-
forward can be guaranteed at frequencies � where the uncertainty
�j�� in the nominal plant is smaller than the size of the nominal
plant G�j�� �111� as follows:

�j�� � �G�j��� �36�

Remark 5. �Noncausality of inverse under uncertainty�. Typical
systems tend to have large model uncertainties at higher frequen-
cies; the resulting inverse �in frequency regions satisfying Eq.
�36�� is noncausal—even if the system G is minimum phase �111�.
In particular, if the inverse is set to zero in any frequency interval
of nonzero length, then the resulting time-domain input V is non-
causal by the Paley–Wiener condition �111�.

4.4.1 Optimal Inverse. The acceptable uncertainty bounds, for
guaranteed performance improvement with the use of the inverse
feedforward �in Eq. �36��, are often violated in typical systems.
Most piezoscanners tend to have some frequency regions where
plant uncertainty is unacceptably large—usually at high frequen-
cies and near system zeros. Therefore, the inverse should be com-
puted only in frequency regions where the plant uncertainty is
“sufficiently” small. The optimal inverse developed in Ref. �112�
allows the inverse to be computed at specified frequency ranges.
The optimal inverse input is found by minimizing the following
cost function that is similar to the cost function used in standard
linear quadratic regulators with frequency-dependent weights as
in Ref. �113�:

J�V� =�
−





V��j��R�j��V�j�� + EP
� �j��Q�j��EP�j���d�

�37�

where � denotes the complex conjugate transpose and EP= Pd
− P is the positioning error. The terms R�j�� and Q�j�� are real-
valued, frequency-dependent weightings that penalize the size of
the input V and the positioning error EP �113�.

Remark 6. �Weights for large uncertainty�. If the model uncer-
tainty is large at some frequency �, then the choice of weights
R�j���0 and Q�j��=0 results in a minimum cost with zero input
V�j��=0, i.e., no tracking at that frequency.

Remark 7. �Actuator redundancy and deficiency�. The above
cost function can be used to optimize the input with redundant
actuators in multistage positioning systems, and for optimal track-
ing in actuator deficient systems �114�.

The optimal inverse input Vopt that minimizes the cost function
�in Eq. �37�� can be found, for the single-input-single-output

�SISO� case, as �112�
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Vopt�j�� = � G��j��Q�j��
R�j�� + G��j��Q�j��G�j���Pd�j��

= Gopt
−1 �j��Pd�j�� �38�

nd the time-domain signal for the feedforward input Vff�t�
Vopt�t� is then obtained through an inverse Fourier transform of

opt�j��. Time-domain computations using impulse response of

opt
−1 , as well as a preview-based implementation, are discussed in
ef. �104�.
Remark 8. �Frequency-weighted inverse�. The optimal inverse

in Eq. �38�� can be expressed as

Gopt
−1 �j�� = � G��j��Q�j��G�j��

R�j�� + G��j��Q�j��G�j���G−1�j��

= �opt�j��G−1�j�� �39�

herefore, the optimal inverse can be considered as a frequency
eighted inverse.

4.4.2 Comparison of Optimal and Exact Inverses. The exact
nverse tends to increase at high frequencies where the system G
ends to have low gains, especially when the frequency is high in
omparison to the first, resonant-vibrational frequency of the po-
itioning system �as shown in Fig. 12�. A problem with such an
nverse is that modeling uncertainties also tend to be large at
igher frequencies. One approach is to suppress exciting the
igher-frequency �uncertain� regions by using a relatively large
eight on the input �R� at such frequencies in the cost function

Eq. �37��. The weights in the cost functions Q�j�� and R�j�� are
eal valued when they have the form

102 103
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Fig. 12 Comparison of exact inverse G−1, optim
tude and „b… phase. Note that the phase plots for
distinguish them from the phase plot of the exac
ppropriate magnitude �gain� correction for the nominal plant,
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R�j�� = r��j��r�j��, Q�j�� = q��j��q�j�� �40�

For this example, r and q are chosen to suppress exciting frequen-
cies beyond the main resonant-vibrational frequency �at 500 Hz�
as

w�s� =
2�500

s + 2�500
, q�s� = w�s�, r�s� = 10/w�s� �41�

The resulting optimal inverse Gopt
−1 in Eq. �38� and the exact in-

verse G−1 in Eq. �20� are compared in Fig. 12, for the example
system G �Eq. �8��, whose response is also shown in the same
plot. The magnitude of the optimal inverse tends to reduce at
higher frequencies �by design, to suppress exciting these regions�
as shown in Fig. 12. Thus, the optimal inverse enables tradeoffs
between the desire to track an output precisely and the need to
account for the model uncertainty as well as actuator bandwidth
limits �111�.

4.4.3 Comparison of Optimal Inverse and ZPET Feedforward.
The optimal inverse achieves the appropriate phase correction at
all frequencies as in zero-phase-error-tracking �ZPET� feedfor-
ward �109�. In particular, if the weights Q�j�� and R�j�� are
chosen to be zero phase �e.g., as in Eq. �40��, then the optimal
inverse in Eq. �38� has the same phase as the exact inverse since
��G�= �G−1�, as shown in Fig. 12�b�. Therefore, the optimal
inverse has the appropriate phase correction, based on the nominal
model, at all frequencies. This is similar to the ZPET feedforward
in Ref. �109�, where a minimum-phase system GZPET is used to
approximate the nonminimum-phase dynamics by replacing the
nonminimum-phase zeros with stable poles before inverting to
find the feedforward input. For the example system �Eq. �8��, the
ZPET approximation results in

102 103
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exact inverse G −1
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(b)

nverse Gopt
−1 , and ZPET inverse GZPET

−1 . „a… Magni-
optimal inverse and ZPET inverse are shifted to
verse.
GZPET�s� = K
�z

4

�s2 + 2�z�zs + �z
2��s2 + 2�p1�p1s + �p1

2 ��s2 + 2�p2�p2s + �p2
2 �

�42�
here the additional pair of poles has the same imaginary parts as
he original zeros, but with a change in the sign in the real part. If
t some frequency �, the model uncertainty is not too large for a
onminimum-phase system, then the optimal inverse provides the
even at high frequencies. In contrast, the ZPET feedforward aims
to achieve good magnitude �gain� correction in the low-frequency
region and not at high frequencies �as shown in Fig. 12� even if
the model uncertainty is zero—due to the replacement of the
al i
the
nonminimum-phase model by a minimum-phase one �109�. Thus,
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oth the optimal inverse and the ZPET feedforward achieve zero-
hase-error tracking; however, the optimal inverse tends to
chieve better performance than the ZPET feedforward in high-
andwidth tracking.

4.4.4 Comparison of Optimal Inverse and Robust
eedforward. The optimal inverse Gopt

−1 can be considered as the
oncausal generalization of H
-robust feedforward �115�, where
he feedforward controller Gff is found by minimizing the worst-
ase system energy gain �116�

JH

�Gff� = � r� · �Gff� · �

q� · ��1 − Gff� · �G� · ��
�




�43�

ver all causal, stable controllers Gff to obtain the feedforward
nput as

Vff�s� = Gff�s�Pd�s� �44�

here r�s��0 and q�s��0 are frequency-dependent weights as in
q. �40�. It is noted that for any feedforward controller Gff, and
ny given desired output Pd� · �, the integrand IJ in the cost func-
ion J�V� for the optimal inverse �in Eq. �37�� can be rewritten as
using Eq. �40�, and by substituting Ep= Pd− P�

IJ�V,Pd��j�� = V��j��r��j��r�j��V�j��

+ EP
� �j��q��j��q�j��EP�j��

= � r�j��V�j��
q�j���Pd�j�� − P�j���

�
2

2

�45�

or all frequency �, where �a�2
2 is the square of the standard vector

-norm for a�Cn. With the feedforward controller Gff, substitut-
ng V=GffPd for the input and

P = GV = GGffPd �46�

or the output, the integrand �in Eq. �45�� can be rewritten in terms
f the feedforward controller Gff as

IJ�Gff,Pd��j�� = � r�j��Gff�j��Pd�j��
q�j���1 − G�j��Gff�j���Pd�j��

�
2

2

�47�

s shown in Ref. �112�, the optimal inverse Vopt=Gopt
−1 Pd mini-

izes the cost function J�V� �in Eq. �37�� by minimizing the in-
egrand �in Eq. �45�� at each frequency � for any desired output

d. Therefore,

IJ�Gopt
−1 ,Pd��j�� � IJ�Gff,Pd��j�� �48�

t each frequency �. This implies that the integral over the entire
requency domain shares the similar relationship �as the integrand
s non-negative at each frequency�

�
−





IJ�Gopt
−1 ,Pd��j���d� ��

−





IJ�Gff,Pd��j���d� �49�

hich, in turn, results in

sup
Pd�·��0

�−


 IJ�Gopt

−1 ,Pd��j���d�

�Pd� · ��2
2 � sup

Pd�·��0

�−


 IJ�Gff,Pd��j���d�

�Pd� · ��2
2

�50�

here �Pd� · ��2
2 represents the square of the functional 2-norm.

he above equation implies that the H
-norms �i.e., the induced
unction norms� are related as

� r� · �Gopt
−1 � · �

q� · ��1 − G� · �Gopt
−1 � · ��

�



� � r� · �Gff� · �
q� · ��1 − G� · �Gff� · �G� · ��

�



�51�

herefore, the optimal inverse minimizes the cost function
H


�Gff� �in the H
-norm� over all feedforward controllers
ff—causal or noncausal, i.e.,
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JH

�Gopt

−1 � = inf
Gff

�JH

�Gff�� �52�

Thus, the H
 cost of the optimal inverse is less than or equal �but
not more� than the H
 cost for the standard, robust feedforward
controller obtained by restricting the solution space to causal con-
trollers.

4.4.5 Application of Optimal Inverse to SPM. The optimal in-
verse was applied to achieve high-speed imaging with a STM in
Ref. �12�. The use of the optimal inverse is comparatively evalu-
ated without the use of the optimal inverse in Fig. 13, which
shows STM images of a highly oriented pyrolytic graphite
�HOPG� surface. Note that the uniform lattice pattern of the
HOPG sample is distorted significantly due to vibration-caused
positioning errors in the scan trajectory �Fig. 13�a��. In contrast,
the distortion can be reduced by using the optimal-inversion-based
feedforward input, and the image captures the expected lattice
pattern �Fig. 13�b��. Thus, positioning errors can be reduced with
the optimal inverse to increase the SPM’s operating speed �12�.

4.5 IIC. When the positioning application is repetitive �e.g.,
during periodic scanning of the SPM-probe�, iterative control
methods can improve the positioning performance. Therefore, it-
erative �27,117–122� and adaptive control methods �123� are well
suited for SPM applications �11�. For example, uncertainty in the
inversion process can be reduced using adaptive inversion of the
system model or by learning the “correct” inverse input that yields
perfect output tracking, i.e., iterative inversion of the system
model �27,124,122�. The application of such iterative control to
SPM was demonstrated in Refs. �27,61,91,125,126�. Iterative ap-
proaches can also be used to reduce positioning errors due to
hysteresis as demonstrated in Refs. �8,127�.

4.5.1 IIC Procedure. The inverse G−1 was used in the iteration
law as early as Ref. �128�. The novelty in recent IIC is the use of
the noncausal inverse G−1 in the iteration law �27,124�. In particu-
lar, at the kth iteration step, the input is

Vff,k�j�� = Vff,k−1�j�� + ��j��G−1�j���Pd�j�� − Pk−1�j���
�53�

where k�1, Vff,0�j�� is the initial input, ��j���R is the
frequency-dependent iteration-gain, and �Pd�j��− Pk−1�j��� rep-
resents the positioning error at the previous �k−1�th iteration step.
Convergence of such procedures was studied in Refs.
�27,124,129�. In particular, a frequency domain criterion was stud-
ied in Ref. �27�, which showed that the IIC procedure converges at
a frequency � provided the phase error in the model is less than

(b) 445 Hz (With Inverse)(a) 445 Hz (Without Inverse)
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Fig. 13 Comparison of STM images of HOPG surface without
„plot „a…… and with „plot „b…… the optimal inverse input †12‡. The
distortion of the uniform lattice pattern of the sample „in plot
„a…… is substantially reduced with the use of the optimal inverse
„in plot „b…….
� /2, and the update gain ��j�� is sufficiently small, i.e.,
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0 � ��j�� �
2 cos���j��

M�j��
and � � �/2 �54�

here M is the magnitude uncertainty and � is the phase un-
ertainty. Similar requirements on the phase being less than � /2
egree arise in time-domain approaches to prove convergence of
IC �129�, as well as in repetitive control methods for periodic
rajectories �94,96�.

Remark 9. �Choosing the iteration-gain�. The optimal inverse
an be used to find the frequency-dependent iteration-gain ��j��
n Eq. �53�, which accommodates the model-uncertainty variation
ith frequency, by choosing ��j��=�opt�j�� as in Remark 8, Eq.

39�.
Remark 10. �Noncausality of the IIC input�. If there is substan-

ial uncertainty at higher frequencies, then the iteration-gain ��j��
n Eq. �53� needs to be zero at those high frequencies to guarantee
onvergence, and, therefore, the IIC input �in Eq. �53�� is neces-
arily noncausal �even for a minimum-phase system G� as in Re-
ark 5.
Model-less IIC. The convergence of the inversion-based itera-

ive control �IIC� �Eq. �53�� is limited by the modeling error of the
inear dynamics map G, particularly the phase. Such a modeling-
elated constraint can be alleviated by adaptively updating the
ynamics model G along with the iteration. Toward this, the in-
erse G−1 of the dynamics used in the IIC algorithm �Eq. �53�� is
btained from the measured input-output data from the previous
teration step �61,90,126�, i.e.,

Gk
−1�j�� →

Vff,k−1�j��
Pk−1�j��

�55�

rovided Pk−1�j���0. Moreover, since the confidence level in the
bove online identification process is high, the update gain � is
hosen as 1. Then, the IIC algorithm �Eq. �53�� becomes �61,126�

Vff,k�j�� = Vff,k−1�j�� +
Vff,k−1�j��
Pk−1�j��

�Pd�j�� − Pk−1�j���

=
Vff,k−1�j��
Pk−1�j��

�Pd�j��� �56�

rovided Pk�j���0 and Pd�j���0 at frequency �; the input

ff,k�j��=0 otherwise. The approach has been shown to be effec-
ive even with an initial model G=1. When sensors are not avail-
ble to measure the actual output P, the input-output data needed
o find the model �in Eq. �55�� can be obtained �during the itera-
ion process� by using an image-based approach �90,91�. The chal-
enge is to prove convergence in the presence of noise and distur-
ances that affect the estimated models. Convergence issues are
tudied in Ref. �126�. When compared with IIC with a fixed nomi-
al model, the identification of the model �during iterations� has
emonstrated substantial improvement in the convergence rate for
anopositioning applications in Refs. �61,126�.

4.5.2 Iterative Control to Correct for Nonlinearities. Iterative
pproaches can be used to reduce positioning errors due to hys-
eresis, as demonstrated for SPM in Refs. �8,127�. While linear-
zation methods �e.g., shown in Fig. 6� do reduce the hysteresis
ffect, iterations can reduce the residual hysteresis further, espe-
ially, during large-range positioning. For example, the residual
ysteresis can still be as large as 60 nm when the position changes
y 4 �m as shown in Fig. 7.
Convergence in the presence of hysteresis. The major challenge

s to demonstrate convergence of iterative algorithms in the pres-
nce of hysteresis. The difficulty in proving convergence arises
ue to branching effects, which prevent the iterative algorithm
rom predicting the direction in which the input needs to be
hanged based on a measured output error. This is similar to the
hase uncertainty being larger than � /2 in traditional iterative
ontrol methods. To illustrate this loss in direction due to branch-

ng effects, consider a typical hysteresis �output �P� versus input

ournal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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�V�� response shown in Fig. 14. For a desired output Pd, there are
two possible input values, VH on the ascending branch Ba and VL
on the descending branch Bd. Then given an input-output pair
�V0 , P0� and, therefore, the output error Pd− P0, it is unclear if the
input should be increased to VH or decreased to VL—unless it is
known that the system is on the ascending branch. Therefore,
convergence is established branch by branch as shown in Refs.
�8,67,130� for iterative procedures of the form

Vff,k�t� = Vff,k−1�t� + �H1�Pd�t� − P�t�� �57�
Inverse-hysteresis iterative control. In addition to branching ef-

fects, the convergence of iterative approaches is also affected by
the nonlinearity of the hysteresis. If the nonlinearity is not ac-
counted for as in Refs. �8,130�, then the iteration-gains need to be
substantially small to enable convergence. Recent work �131� in-
cludes an inverse hysteresis operator H−1 in the iteration proce-
dure, as

Vff,k�t� = Vff,k−1�t� + �H2H−1�Pd� · ���t� − H−1�P� · ���t�� �58�
Convergence issues are studied in Ref. �131� to show that invert-
ing the hysteresis nonlinearity can substantially improve the con-
vergence rate of iterative algorithms. Moreover, this approach was
used to improve lateral positioning precision and, thereby, feature
accuracy in AFM-based nanofabrication in Ref. �131�.

4.5.3 Application of IIC to SPM. IIC yields the highest preci-
sion in SPM positioning because of its ability to correct for mod-
eling errors. For example, reduction of positioning error close to
the sensor noise level was demonstrated in Refs. �27,61,126�. This
high precision makes IIC attractive for repetitive SPM-probe po-
sitioning, in applications where precision is critical to perfor-
mance. For example, IIC was used to reduce dynamics-coupling-
caused errors in the desired AFM probe-sample force �27�, to
enable AFM measurements of the fast, rate-dependent elastic
modulus of soft polymers in Ref. �132�, and for rapid measure-
ments of the adhesion force on a silicon sample in Ref. �133�.

5 Research Directions in Feedforward Control
The use of feedforward in three current research efforts: �a�

SPM-based nanoscale combinatorial-science studies, �b� imaging
of large soft samples, and �c� image-based control for sensor-less
SPM, are described below.

Fig. 14 Hysteresis curve with two branches: ascending Ba and
descending Bd

Library of

Probe

Cantilever

Samples

Fig. 15 Schematic of nanoscale combinatorial science:

screening a library of samples with an AFM probe
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5.1 Nanoscale Combinatorial-Science Studies. In
ombinatorial-science studies numerous combinations of samples
re created and tested �134–136�. Integrating SPMs �e.g., an AFM
s illustrated in Fig. 15� with combinatorial science allows this
aradigm to be applied for molecular- and atomic-level studies.
ncreasing the SPM operating speed is necessary to increase the
creening throughput of such libraries of samples. This requires
oth �a� high-speed SPM measurements of each sample, which
equire high-bandwidth vertical control; and �b� high-speed tran-
itions of the SPM-probe from one sample to the next, which
equire high-bandwidth lateral control.

5.1.1 High-Speed Sample Property Measurements. High-
andwidth vertical control is needed to measure rapidly the prop-
rties of each sample in the library. For example, material prop-
rties �such as adhesion, friction, or bonding strength� at the
anoscale can be obtained from measurements of the interaction
orce between an AFM probe and the sample �137�. Since material
roperties are rate �and indentation time-profile� dependent, the
robe-sample force needs to be measured by following specified
ample-indentation curves. To avoid vibration-caused deviation
rom the specified sample-indentation curve during high-rate mea-
urements, there is a need for high-bandwidth, precision, vertical
ositioning. Recent works have shown that inversion-based itera-
ive control can be used to increase the indentation rate during
ample property measurements. For example, IIC was used to
nable AFM measurements of the fast, rate-dependent elastic
odulus of soft polymers in Refs. �132,138�.

5.1.2 High-Bandwidth Lateral Sample-to-Sample Control.
igh-bandwidth lateral control is necessary to move rapidly the
PM-probe from one sample to another, without residual vibra-

ions when measuring properties at each sample. Since the time
pent in this transition from one sample to another cannot be used
or active measurements, the goal is to minimize this transition
ime for increasing throughput. It is, however, important to reduce
if not completely remove� residual positioning vibrations once
he AFM probe has reached the next sampling position. This is an
utput transition problem, i.e., given an initial state x�0� of the
iezoscanner, the goal is to bring the output �lateral deflection,
ay, y� to a desired value y�tf�= ȳ and hold it constant afterwards,
� tf. Previous works have shown than the integration of inver-
ion and optimal control methods can lead to feedforward inputs
hat enable rapid output transitions without residual vibrations
64,139,140�. Such methods can be adapted to design fast sample-
o-sample transitions in AFM-based combinatorial-science stud-
es.

5.2 Imaging Large Soft Samples in Liquid. Imaging of cel-
ular features requires SPM scan dimensions in the range
0–100 �m �141�. For example, the imaging of cell protrusions
uch as lamellipodia can require scan sizes in the order of 20 �m
see Refs. �142,143��. However, current AFM systems are too
low to investigate nanoscale variations in shape and volume of
ellular processes with relatively large features, especially when
maging soft cells �without stiff cell walls� such as human cells
144,145�. Feedforward methods play an important role in the
evelopment of high-speed SPM for rapidly imaging such soft
amples.

5.2.1 Scan Frequency Versus Scan Size for Soft Samples. For
he same scan size, achieved scan frequencies for soft samples in
iquid �43,47,53–57� tend to be several orders of magnitude lower
han the scan frequencies achieved in air as compared in Fig. 5.
his reduction in scan frequency is because of the need to main-

ain small probe-sample forces �i.e., high precision vertical posi-
ioning� to avoid damaging soft samples as opposed to hard
amples �39,146�. For example, keeping the maximum force Fmax
elow 0.1 nN when imaging soft cells �145� using AFM cantile-

ers with low stiffness �Ks around 0.01 N/m� requires positioning

61101-14 / Vol. 131, NOVEMBER 2009
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precision of Fmax /Ks=10 nm or less. Variations in the sample’s
vertical features of more than 1 �m �which is typical in large soft
cells� translates to a positioning precision of less than 0.1% of the
positioning range, which is challenging to achieve at high operat-
ing speeds.

5.2.2 Development of Feedforward Vertical Control for Un-
known Samples. Feedforward control is not readily applied to ver-
tical positioning because the sample profile is not known a priori.
For nonminimum-phase positioning systems, the noncausal,
exact-inversion-based feedforward schemes, even those imple-
mented in the time domain, require some prior knowledge of the
scan path. The stringent precision requirement in the vertical di-
rection favors the use of iterative methods, which can achieve
precision close to the sensor noise levels—provided the iterations
converge and the soft sample is not damaged during the iteration
procedure.

5.2.3 The Problem of Large Forces During Iteration
Procedure. The problem, with using iterative approaches, is to
avoid large tip-sample forces as the iterative procedure
converges—in particular, during the very first step in the iteration
process. At the start of the iteration, the sample profile is un-
known; therefore, it is difficult to use the inversion method to
achieve SPM-probe positioning over the sample profile. This can
lead to large tip-sample forces and sample damage at the very first
iteration. One approach, to avoid such sample damage, is to use a
slow scan for identifying the sample profile at the start of the
iteration process and then use the inversion procedure to find the
feedforward input for faster scans. The problem is that this slow
scan can take a very long time. Moreover, the sample profile could
change and the slow-scan image can be distorted by drift effects.

5.2.4 The Zoom Approach to IIC for Vertical Positioning. In
SPM imaging applications, information from the previous scan
line can be used to improve the positioning in the current scan line
�147�. The main idea is that the current scan profile is close to the
previous scan profile and, therefore, the positioning precision can
be improved by using information from the previous scan line to
develop the feedforward input for the current scan line. The chal-
lenge is to avoid large forces in the first iteration step, which can
be accomplished by the zoom-out/zoom-in iterative approach
�148,149�. This iterative approach has three phases as shown in
Fig. 16: �a� Start with a small scan area and expand gradually, �b�
fix the scan size at the desired value and image the sample, and �c�
reduce the scan size to a small value.

The zoom approach achieves small tip-sample forces because
of the small scan size at the start of the iterations. Note that
sample-profile variations �with a small scan size� are small in the
first iteration step. Therefore, the resulting positioning errors and
the tip-sample forces are also small. The rate at which the scan
size is changed during the expansion and reduction phases is ad-
justed to ensure that the variations in the tip-sample force are
small.

The zoom approach was implemented to image relatively large
soft samples in a liquid medium, in particular, to image soft hy-
drogel contact lenses in a saline solution using an AFM �148,149�.
The zoom approach enabled imaging at higher scan

2

Time

Sc
an
Si
ze

Expanding
Phase Fixed Phase (Data Collection)

Shrinking
Phase

Fig. 16 Zoom approach †148,149‡: the three scanning phases
„expanding zoom-out phase, fixed phase, and shrinking
zoom-in phase… to maintain small tip-sample forces during the
iteration process
frequencies—at 30 Hz over a 10�10 �m scan area. This repre-
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ents about an order of magnitude increase in the scan frequency
with the use of the zoom-based approach�, when compared with
revious results �see Fig. 5�, for such large, soft samples in liquid.

5.3 Image-Based Control for Subnanometer-Scale Studies.
PMs can achieve subnanometer-scale positioning, e.g., carbon
toms separated by 0.25 nm on a graphite surface can be imaged
sing a STM. However, the bandwidth at which STMs can
chieve accurate subnanometer-scale positioning is limited by the
nability to measure the position of the STM-probe’s tip at high
can frequencies. For example, the resolution of external sensors
during high-frequency scanning� is limited due to sensor noise,
hich tends to increase with the scan frequency and temperature

150�. Moreover, standard external sensors cannot directly mea-
ure the lateral position of a STM-probe’s atomically sharp tip.
nstead external sensors can only measure the position of a differ-
nt point on the STM scanner; the position of the STM-probe’s tip
an only be inferred from such measurements. �In contrast, the
ertical position of the STM-probe’s tip can be measured using
he extant tunneling current sensor.� Thus, sensor deficiencies pre-
lude the use of standard feedback control techniques when high-
andwidth lateral positioning is required at subnanometer scales.
o enable high-bandwidth subnanometer-scale lateral positioning,
n image-based control methodology has been developed that ex-
loits the STM’s extant imaging capabilities �90,91�.

5.3.1 Image-Based Control. To resolve the problems associ-
ted with using external sensors, an iterative image-based feedfor-
ard control method has been developed to increase

ubnanometer-scale positioning bandwidth in Refs. �90,91�. This
pproach, which uses the image-distortion to model and compen-
ate for dynamic effects, extends previously developed methods
hat have used SPM-images to correct for positioning errors
aused at low operating speeds �151,152�. A block diagram of this
mage-based method is shown in Fig. 17.

The main idea is to quantify the error in positioning the SPM-

Vk

V

STM

I

Ik
Image

Comparison
P
Pd

ekVk+1

++
__

++

++
IIC

ig. 17 Block diagram of image-based SPM control method
90‡. At each iteration step, k, the SPM „in this case a STM… is
sed to acquire a low-speed and a high-speed image „I and Ik,
espectively…. These two images are compared with to deter-
ine the positioning error ek, which is used by the IIC algo-

ithm to determine the input Vk+1 for the next iteration step to
mprove the SPM’s positioning accuracy.
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Fig. 18 Image-based control has be
ing of a HOPG sample in Refs. †90,91
image of graphite. „b… High-speed „2
surface showing the distortion caus

„2 kHz… STM image obtained using imag
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probe over the sample surface by using SPM-images of standard
calibration samples. As the calibration sample surface is fixed
�i.e., features do not vary�, the distortion in the image can be used
to quantify the positioning errors, model the dynamics using the
input-output data �91�, and correct the feedforward input to the
SPM �90� using inversion-based iterative control. This method has
been applied to control a STM during subnanometer-scale imag-
ing as seen in Fig. 18. A low-speed image, where accurate posi-
tioning has been achieved, is shown in Fig. 18�a�, where the hex-
agonal lattice structure and normal atomic separation typical of
the imaged HOPG surface are visible. As the scan frequency is
increased, positioning accuracy is lost resulting in a distorted im-
age as seen in Fig. 18�b�. With the use of the image-based control,
in Fig. 18�c�, high-bandwidth nanopositioning is achieved—note
that the hexagonal lattice structure and normal atomic separation
have been regained. This achieved high-frequency scan at 2 kHz
�which was a data-collection-hardware limit in Ref. �91��, with the
image-based feedforward approach, is approximately 60% of the
lowest resonant-vibrational frequency of the system at 3 kHz,
which is more than six times the typical 1/10 limit in Fig. 4.

6 Summary of Discussions
The previous discussions on feedforward approaches are sum-

marized in this section along with concluding remarks.
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applied to enable high-speed imag-
a… Accurate low-speed „100 Hz… STM
z… STM image of the same graphite

by positioning error. „c… High-speed
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Fig. 19 Two approaches to increase positioning bandwidth of
piezoscanner, where the system model is G in Eq. „8…. „a… Flat-
tening the frequency response by using the optimal inverse as
feedforward „Gopt

−1 in Sec. 4.4.2 with dc-gain G„0… as in Eq. „9…….
„b… Stiffening the system by increasing each resonant-
vibrational frequency �z, �p1, and �p2 and the gain k of G „in
Eq. „8…… by an order of magnitude.
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6.1 Increasing SPM Speed. Two current approaches to in-
rease the operation speed of SPMs are �a� suppressing the vibra-
ion �i.e., flattening the frequency response� using control such as
he feedforward approach discussed in this article, and �b� increas-
ng the lowest resonant-vibrational frequency by using stiffer ac-
uators; these approaches are compared in Fig. 19. As discussed in
ec. 3.3, increasing the lowest resonant-vibrational frequency by
n order of magnitude also tends to decrease the positioning range
y an order of magnitude since they are inversely related �see Eq.
3��. In contrast, control methods such as using the optimal in-
erse as feedforward �see Sec. 4.4.1� can increase the operating
peed without loss of positioning range. Moreover, these control
ethods can be used to suppress vibrations and, thereby, increase

he operating speed of SPMs with stiffer actuators.

6.2 Applicability of Feedforward to SPM-Probe
ositioning. SPM-probe positioning can be broadly classified into

wo types: lateral and vertical as discussed in Sec. 2.3. In each
ype the applicability of the different types of feedforward meth-
ds depends on whether �a� the positioning can be considered to
e repetitive �in which case iterative methods can improve posi-
ioning performance� or nonrepetitive, and �b� the position trajec-
ory is known or unknown. The approach that yields the highest
recision for each of these cases is presented in Table 2, along
ith example SPM application as well as the main research is-

ues.

6.3 Emerging Research Problems. Emerging SPM develop-
ents include the development of multistage positioning designs

o increase both range and precision, e.g., the use of active SPM-
robes �153�, as well as multiple-probe SPMs �19� to increase the
verall throughput. These systems will add to control issues, such
s the need �a� to exploit actuator redundancy in multistage de-
igns, �b� to identify the dynamics of large arrays of SPM-probes,
nd �c� to implement highly parallel control schemes. Addition-
lly, the high-bandwidth, nanopositioning problem in SPM can
enefit from the application of existing control methods available
or vibration suppression in the fast positioning of general flexible
tructures, which has been well studied in literature.
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